What happens when you take Bounder, one of the most popular motor homes in the world today, and push it a little further? Add a powerful 300 horsepower Cummins® engine and six-speed Allison World® transmission. Outfit the coach from windshield to tow hitch with the very best features and products available in the industry.

What happens when you set the course for comfort, elegance, and reliability? You create one of the best diesel pusher motor homes on the road in America—Fleetwood Bounder Turbo Diesel.

Built on our exclusive Power Platform, the steel chassis provides a strong, quiet and dependable foundation. Our Vacubond walls, floor and ceiling with interlocking aluminum framework, Tuff-Ply™ roof, Tuff-Coat™ walls and TuffPEX™ water system provide years of dependable, worry-free travel. Bounder Diesel has 125-cubic feet of exterior storage space for long hauls and lots of essentials. There’s a standard 75kW diesel generator for quiet convenience. A 50-amp power service with an Energy Management System and 2,000 watt inverter delivers power effectively and efficiently. And the list, like the adventures ahead of you, goes on and on.

Bounder Diesel —
pushing the limit in the RV industry.

In its construction and technology, nothing has been overlooked in this incredible diesel pusher motor home. Step into a Bounder Diesel and find yourself surrounded with beauty, comfort and quality features everywhere you look. With a touch of a button, the rack and pinion slide-out system expands your living space. Our 80-gallon fresh water capacity and quick-recovery 10-gallon water heater are anything but basic. Now look around and admire the craftsmanship. From an abundance of storage and cabinet space to the full-featured galley complete with 8-cu. ft. Dometic® double-door refrigerator, Magic Chef®
22” 3-burner stove and solid surface countertops, there’s not a detail we’ve overlooked when it comes to your comfort.

And of course you’ll enjoy your times indoors even more watching a 27” TV in front and the 20” in the rear, as you relax in the contemporary decor surroundings of your choice. It’s all here waiting for you. Waiting for the next adventure.

Bounder Diesel—traveling beyond your expectations.
Interior and Exterior Colors

**Shaded Ice**
- Exterior Color
- Living Room Feature
- Living Room Coordinate
- American Oak (Standard)
- Fairfield Maple (Optional)

**Mint Frost**
- Exterior Color
- Living Room Feature
- Living Room Coordinate
- American Oak (Standard)
- Fairfield Maple (Optional)

**Shadow Grey**
- Exterior Color
- Living Room Feature
- Living Room Coordinate
- American Oak (Standard)
- Fairfield Maple (Optional)
For over 50 years, we at Fleetwood have understood that people love the freedom and independence an RV provides. As a pioneer in the RV industry, Fleetwood is synonymous with outdoor recreation, and over the last half-century, we’ve grown to become the largest manufacturer of recreational vehicles in the world. This growth was inspired by the simple credo of Fleetwood’s founder—to build great value into practical products that work hard for the consumer—a philosophy fully embraced by every Fleetwood associate to this day.

Go to any campground, state park or auto race and chances are that there will be more Fleetwood RVs present than units from any other manufacturer. Over two million vacations a year are taken in Fleetwood RVs, vacations that represent the dreams of RV owners. That’s a great number of dreams to live up to. Yet, year after year, Fleetwood comes through.

That’s why we remain the number one RV manufacturer in the world—we make the dreams of our customers come true.